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The advancement of the internet and portable devices capable with internet connection brought
changes in the society today. Its impact on education brings high potential in closing educational
gap all around the world. The opening of educational resources worldwide with the help of the
internet have provide a new, and hopefully, better learning trend.

The educational resources access online has brought four changes in the face of education. One of
which is the globalization of the curricula. This, on its own, has a great potential making learning
easy and in a way, economical. However, this imposes a double edge sword in providing
educational resources worldwide. Developments can mean a lot of challenges and changes on the
educational system

One of the changes brought by educational resources being internationalize is the cross-border
education. There is a growth 70% foreign student due to the mobility of work. Work can be done
anywhere and this will bring people to other places and being tied to a location for education or
career basically does not matter today.

There is also this drive of international development in industries as well as international
collaboration expansion for education. The lure of international experience readily shared online can
motivate foreign students. This and the cost of communication and transport have been decreased
tremendously through the use of technology. The globalization of educational resources fueled
collaborators and competitions across the countries.

While globalization stirring up collaborators online and encouraging participants all around the world
for developing learning is good, competition can grow as well among countries. The growth can fuel
lots of academics and students competition from educational institutions worldwide. This can mean
international pressures and comparisons. The efforts to improve ranks, achieve quality labels and
availing consumer choice for recognition has taken on weight in the international educational
market. The educational processes and learning or teaching content are also feeling the pressure of
educational institutions competing worldwide for recognition from consumers. Today, educational
institutions no longer readied themselves to fit domestic roles but to meet international standards on
education.  

As competitions are getting stiff and imposes on the institutions providing educational resources,
there is also a great collaboration going on. This has improved the reusability of learning materials,
adapting global standards. Nowadays, students or prospective students, get their information more
effectively with the leadership training providersâ€™ sharing of the curriculum, lecture videos online and
learning materials.

The impact of globalization of educational resources on the leadership training online has brought
growth both on international collaboration on education and competition among institutions. The
pressure of being recognized by consumers worldwide has become a challenge on the institutions
competing for international standards. But there is also a growing collaboration to improve these
educational resources that knowledge has become accessible thus providing means for economical
learning.

All in all, globalization has brought great potential on improving the worldâ€™s educational system by
providing educational resources online.  However, there is also a great risk on thinking too much
about competition for recognition, forgetting that the reason behind opening educational resources
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access online is improving the quality of learning.
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It is very important to have a good educational system globally because it will surely help people to
have a good living and helping each other to improve more into to their lives. In our community
nowadays it is vital to have a great leader to start things up, to achieve this a person must have a
good a leadership training to be his foundation in every goal that he/she want to achieve.
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